May 17, 2018
FACT SHEET∗
Updating the Intercarrier Compensation Regime to Eliminate Access Arbitrage
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking – WC Docket No. 18-155
Background: The Commission has long recognized that arbitrage activity in the intercarrier
compensation system undermines broadband investment, distorts competition, and harms consumers.
Despite prior Commission action to curb access stimulation, it appears carriers continue to find ways to
inefficiently engage in access arbitrage by inserting in the call route intermediate access providers not
subject to the Commission’s existing access stimulation rules. In this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the
Commission proposes reforms to eliminate wasteful arbitrage schemes and promote efficient use of the
nation’s communications networks.
What the Notice Would Do:
•

Propose to offer access-stimulating local exchange carriers (LECs) two options for connecting to
interexchange carriers (IXCs). An access-stimulating LEC could choose either:
o

o

To bear financial responsibility for the delivery of terminating traffic to its end office or
the functional equivalent, including applicable intermediate access provider terminating
charges normally assessed on an Interexchange Carrier (IXC); or
To accept direct connections from either the IXC or an intermediate access provider of
the IXC’s choice, allowing the IXC to bypass intermediate access providers imposed by
the access-stimulating LEC.

•

Seek comment on an alternative proposal to move all terminating tandem switching, common
transport, and tandem-switched transport rate elements for access-stimulating LECs to bill-and-keep.

•

Seek comment on whether and how to revise the current definition of access stimulation to more
accurately and effectively target current access stimulation practices.

•

Seek comment on additional alleged intercarrier compensation arbitrage schemes and ways to
eradicate them.

∗

This document is being released as part of a “permit-but-disclose” proceeding. Any presentations or views on the
subject expressed to the Commission or to its staff, including by email, must be filed in WC Docket No. 18-XX,
which may be accessed via the Electronic Comment Filing System (https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/). Before filing,
participants should familiarize themselves with the Commission’s ex parte rules, including the general prohibition
on presentations (written and oral) on matters listed on the Sunshine Agenda, which is typically released a week
prior to the Commission’s meeting. See 47 CFR § 1.1200 et seq.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
The Commission has long recognized that arbitrage opportunities in the intercarrier
compensation (ICC) system harm consumers, undermine broadband deployment, and distort competition.
Despite the Commission’s adoption of a national, default bill-and-keep framework as the ultimate end
state for the exchange of all telecommunications traffic and its efforts to reduce wasteful arbitrage, 1 a
variety of arbitrage schemes continue to evolve and once again flourish.
2.
In examining the issues in 2011, the Commission found access stimulation to be the most
widespread access arbitrage scheme. 2 It appears that continues to be the case today. Access stimulation
(also known as traffic pumping) occurs when a local exchange carrier (LEC) with relatively-high
switched access rates enters into an arrangement to terminate calls—often in a remote area—for an entity
with a high call volume operation, such as a chat line, adult entertainment calls, and “free” conference
calls, collectively high call volume services. 3 The Commission adopted rules governing accessstimulating LECs aimed at reducing their ability to profit from providing access to high call volume
services. To circumvent the Commission’s rules, access-stimulating LECs have adjusted their practices,
and now they support such services by interposing intermediate providers of switched access service not
subject to the Commission’s existing access stimulation rules in the call route, thereby increasing the
access charges interexchange carriers (IXCs) must pay. 4
3.
In this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Notice), to eliminate financial incentives to
engage in access stimulation, we propose to adopt rules to give access-stimulating LECs 5 two choices
about how they connect to IXCs. 6 First, an access-stimulating LEC can choose to be financially

1

See Connect America Fund et al., WC Docket No. 10-90 et al., Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, 26 FCC Rcd 17663 at 17669, para. 737 (2011) (USF/ICC Transformation Order or USF/ICC
Transformation FNPRM), aff’d, FCC 11-161, 753 F.3d 1015 (10th Cir. 2014). See generally Establishing Just and
Reasonable Rates for Local Exchange Carriers, WC Docket No. 07-135, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 22 FCC
Rcd 17989 (Access Stimulation NPRM).
2

USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 17875-77, paras. 662-66.

3

USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 17874, para. 656; see also Letter from NTCA, AT&T, Verizon,
Windstream, NCTA, Frontier, WTA, US Telecom to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, CC Docket No. 01-92,
WC Docket No. 16-363 at 1 (filed Nov. 16, 2017) (NTCA et al. Nov. 16, 2017 Ex Parte).
4
Verizon Refresh-the-Record PN Comments at 7. By interexchange carrier, we refer to telecommunications carriers
that use the exchange access or information access services of other telecommunications carriers for the provision of
telecommunications. This is in contrast to our use of the term “intermediate access provider” in this Notice, which
generally refers to any entity that carries or processes traffic at any point between the final interexchange carrier in a
call path and the carrier providing end office access service and, for the purposes of our proposal, currently bills for
terminating switched access service.
5

When discussing LECs in this Notice, we generally do not distinguish between incumbent LECs and competitive
LECs.
6

Although this Notice proposes reforms that continue the work the Commission began in the USF/ICC
Transformation Order, we are establishing a new docket for this proceeding. Parties responding to this Notice need
only file in WC Docket No. 18-[[XXX]]. We do, however, incorporate filings from WC Docket Nos. 10-90, 07-135
and CC Docket No. 01-92 into the record of this proceeding, and may rely on such filings in any subsequent order
the Commission issues as a result of this Notice. Because this Notice discusses wireless carriers primarily in their
(continued….)
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responsible for calls delivered to its network so it, rather than IXCs, pays for the delivery of calls to its
end office or the functional equivalent. Or, second, instead of accepting this financial responsibility, an
access-stimulating LEC can choose to accept direct connections either from the IXC or an intermediate
access provider of the IXC’s choice, allowing IXCs to bypass intermediate access providers selected by
the access-stimulating LEC. In the alternative, we seek comment on moving all traffic bound for an
access-stimulating LEC to bill-and-keep.
4.
We also seek comment on additional alleged ICC arbitrage schemes and ways to
eradicate these schemes. We expect to address other ICC issues, including any remaining arbitrage
issues, in future notices. 7
II.

BACKGROUND
A.

The Current Access Stimulation Rules

5.
To reduce access stimulation, as part of the USF/ICC Transformation Order, the
Commission defined “access stimulation” as occurring when two conditions are met. First, the involved
LEC must have a “revenue sharing agreement,” which may be “express, implied, written or oral” that
“over the course of the agreement, would directly or indirectly result in a net payment to the other party
(including affiliates) to the agreement, in which payment by the LEC is “based on the billing or collection
of access charges from interexchange carriers or wireless carriers.” 8 Second, the LEC must also meet one
of two traffic tests. An access-stimulating LEC either has “an interstate terminating-to-originating traffic
ratio of at least 3:1 in a calendar month,” or “has had more than a 100 percent growth in interstate
originating and/or terminating switched access minutes of use in a month compared to the same month in
the preceding year.” 9 Even if a LEC no longer meets either of these traffic tests, once it is considered to
have engaged in access stimulation, this regulatory classification persists so long as the LEC maintains
any revenue sharing agreement. 10
6.
A LEC that is engaged in access stimulation is required by our rules to reduce its access
charges either by adjusting its rates to account for its high traffic volumes (if a rate-of-return LEC) or to
reduce its access charges to those of the price cap LEC with the lowest switched access rates in the state
(if a competitive LEC). 11 These reduced rates lower the cost to IXCs and the amount received by the
LEC and the provider of high call volume services with which it has a revenue sharing agreement.
(Continued from previous page)
role as a terminating telecommunications carrier, the terms interexchange carrier and IXC encompass wireless
carriers in their role as payers of switched access charges.
7

We expect, for example, future notices to focus on 8YY access charge reform and network edge issues. See
Parties Asked to Refresh the Record Regarding 8YY Access Charge Reform, WC Docket Nos. 10-90 and 07-135; CC
Docket No. 01-92, Public Notice, 32 FCC Rcd 5117 (WCB June 29, 2017) (8YY PN) (arbitrage issues related to
8YY calling are the subject of this separate proceeding and comments related to these issues should be filed
separately in response to that Public Notice); see also Parties Asked to Refresh the Record on Intercarrier
Compensation Reform Related to the Network Edge, Tandem Switching and Transport and Transit, WC Docket No.
10-90; CC Docket No. 01-92, Public Notice, 32 FCC Rcd 6856 (WCB Sept. 8, 2017) (Refresh-the-Record PN)
(comments related to these issues should be filed separately in response to the Refresh-the-Record PN).

8

47 CFR § 61.3(bbb)(1)(i). When determining whether there is a net payment, “all payments, discounts, credits,
services, features, functions, and other items of value, regardless of form, provided by the rate-of-return local
exchange carrier or Competitive Local Exchange Carrier to the other party to the agreement shall be taken into
account.” 47 CFR § 61.3(bbb)(1)(i). Price cap carriers are not subject to the Commission’s access stimulation rules.
See USF/ICC Transformation FNPRM, 26 FCC Rcd at 17871, para. 642 (discussing the potential application of
access stimulation rules to price cap LECs).

9

47 CFR § 61.3(bbb)(1)(ii).

10

47 CFR § 61.3(bbb)(2).

11

See 47 CFR §§ 61.38, 61.39, 61.26(g)(2).
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Arbitrage Schemes After the USF/ICC Transformation Order

7.
Last year, the Wireline Competition Bureau (Bureau) issued a public notice seeking to
refresh the record on ICC issues raised by the Commission in the USF/ICC Transformation Order. 12 In
response to that public notice, commenters argue that, notwithstanding prior Commission action, arbitrage
continues as “companies engaged in access stimulation use a variety of tactics to prevent interexchange
carriers from avoiding their excessive charges.” 13 The record indicates that today’s access arbitrage
schemes are often enabled by the use of intermediate access providers selected by the terminating LECs. 14
When an intermediate access provider is in the call path, the IXC pays access charges on a per-minute-ofuse (MOU) basis to the intermediate access provider and to the terminating LEC. 15 This tactic evades
existing Commission rules intended to stop access stimulation to the extent that an intermediate access
provider is not captured by the definition of “access stimulation,” and thus, is not subject to those rules. 16
8.
Recent complaint activity suggests that much of the post-USF/ICC Transformation Order
access arbitrage activity specifically involves LECs that use centralized equal access (CEA) providers to
connect to IXCs. 17 CEA providers are a specialized type of intermediate access provider that were
formed in the 1980s to implement long distance equal access obligations (permitting end users to use 1+
dialing to reach the IXC of their choice) and to aggregate traffic for connection between rural incumbent

12

See generally Refresh-the-Record PN.

13

Verizon Refresh-the-Record PN Comments at 7 (reporting that “terminating access stimulation schemes, such as
adult chat lines, now rely solely on transport rates”). See also AT&T Refresh-the-Record PN Comments at 24 n.42
(describing how “access stimulation schemes have increasingly migrated to originating access”); Sprint Refresh-theRecord PN Reply at 2 (stating “access stimulation schemes (mileage pumping, tandem rehoming, and traffic
pumping via toll-free numbers) remain rampant”). We invite commenters to provide further information about these
and any other existing and emerging arbitrage schemes, including corrections and clarifications to supplement the
record in response to this Notice.
14

Verizon Refresh-the-Record PN Comments at 7.

15

Commenters describe arbitrage schemes arising from intermediate access providers assessing two types of
switched access charges: first, a per-minute-of-use (MOU) tandem switching charge, typically representing the
functions of the tandem switch (and sometimes the ports connecting traffic to transport circuits); and, second, perMOU or per-MOU-per-mile transport charges for hauling tandem-switched traffic between the tandem switch and
connecting carriers, to the extent that the intermediate access provider performs such functions. Verizon Refreshthe-Record PN Comments at 7. For its part, the LEC assesses charges for any transport that it provides, in addition
to any remaining terminating end office switching for which it is still allowed to charge until such rates are at billand-keep for that carrier at the end of the relevant transition period. At present, only rate-of-return incumbent LECs
and the competitive LECs that benchmark to them are permitted to assess terminating end office switching charges.
See also USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 17934-35, para. 801 (outlining ICC reform transition
schedule).
16

For example, entities that serve as intermediate providers to access-stimulating LECs may not have revenue
sharing agreements with such LECs or the end users that such LECs serve. See, e.g., AT&T Corp. v. Iowa Network
Services, Inc., d/b/a Aureon Network Services, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 32 FCC Rcd 9677, 9693-94, paras.
33-34 (2017), pet. for recon. pending. Further, because the measures of originating and terminating traffic for
intermediate access providers are based on all traffic that such providers carry, which can include traffic carried for
access-stimulating and non-access-stimulating LECs, the ratio of terminating to originating traffic is not likely to
equal or exceed 3:1.
17

AT&T Corp. v. Alpine Communications, LLC, et al., Formal Complaint of AT&T Corp., File No. EB-12-MD003 (filed Apr. 13, 2012); AT&T Corp. v. Great Lakes Communication Corp., Formal Complaint of AT&T Corp.,
File No. EB-16-MD-001, EB Docket No. 16-170 (filed Aug. 16, 2016); AT&T Corp. v. Iowa Network Services, Inc.
d/b/a Aureon Network Services, Formal Complaint of AT&T Corp., Bureau ID Number EB-17-MD-001,
Proceeding No. 17-56 (filed June 8, 2017).
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LECs and other networks, particularly those of IXCs. 18 There are currently three CEA providers, and the
LECs that use them (subtending LECs) have traditionally been reliant on CEA providers for this equal
access implementation as well as traffic measurement and billing. 19
III.

DISCUSSION

9.
We propose solutions to the persistent, costly, and inefficient access stimulation arbitrage
scheme described here and seek comment on how to prevent other types of arbitrage. We are mindful of
the fact that practices adjust to regulatory change; therefore we invite comment on how to avoid
introducing incentives for new types of arbitrage to arise.
A.

Requiring Access-Stimulating LECs Either to Be Financially Responsible for Calls
Delivered to Their Networks or to Accept Direct Connections

10.
To rid the ICC system of the inefficiencies caused by access stimulation relating to
intermediate access providers, we propose to require access-stimulating LECs to choose either to: (i) bear
the financial responsibility for the delivery of terminating traffic to their end office, 20 or functional
equivalent, or; (ii) accept direct connections from either the IXC or an intermediate access provider of the
IXC’s choice. 21
11.
Revised Financial Responsibility. We seek comment on the first prong of our proposal
and the impact it will have on access stimulation schemes. Under this prong, an access-stimulating LEC
that does not offer direct connections to IXCs would bear all financial responsibility for applicable
intermediate access provider terminating charges normally assessed to an IXC (from the point of indirect
interconnection to the access-stimulating LEC’s end office or functional equivalent), and would be
prohibited from assessing transport charges for any portion of transport between the intermediate access
provider and the LEC’s end office or functional equivalent that the LEC, itself, provides. What are the
advantages of placing the financial responsibility for delivery of traffic to its end office, or functional
equivalent, on the access-stimulating LEC? Are there disadvantages?
12.
What implementation issues does this part of our proposal raise? What steps would
intermediate access providers need to take to bill access-stimulating LECs for terminating access and to
not bill IXCs? How much time do access-stimulating LECs and intermediate access providers need to
make modifications necessary to accomplish this proposed change in financial responsibility? We
propose to require carriers to come into compliance with these requirements within 45 days of the
effective date of any revised rule. Is that timeframe sufficient? For example, is it possible to implement
necessary billing system changes within that time frame? We similarly propose to require any carriers
that newly qualify as access-stimulating LECs to come into compliance with these requirements within 45
days of such qualification.

18

See, e.g., Application of Indiana Switch Access Div., Memorandum Opinion and Order, 1 FCC Rcd 634, paras. 1-2
(1986); Application of Iowa Network Access Div., Memorandum Opinion, Order and Certificate, 3 FCC Rcd 1468,
paras. 1-5 (CCB 1988) (Aureon Section 214 Order); Application of SDCEA, Inc., Memorandum Opinion, Order and
Certificate, 5 FCC Rcd 69278 at para. 1 (CCB 1990) (SDN Section 214 Order).

19

See Transport Rate Structure and Pricing; Petition for Waiver of the Transport Rules Filed by GTE Service
Corp., Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 7 FCC Rcd 7006, 7048-49, para. 87 (1992)
(Transport Rate Structure and Pricing Order). The three CEA providers are Aureon (Aureon Section 214 Order),
SDN (SDN Section 214 Order), and Minnesota Independent Equal Access Corp. (MIEAC) (Application of
Minnesota Independent Equal Access Corporation, Memorandum Opinion, Order and Certificate, File No. W-P-C6400 (rel. Aug. 22, 1990); Minnesota Independent Equal Access Corp., Docket P-3007/NA-89-76, 1991 WL 501782
(Minn. PUC, Jan. 10, 1991)).
20

Our proposal would apply to access-stimulating LECs operating multiple end offices, as well.

21

Proposed rule language is in Appendix A. See infra App. A.
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13.
For purposes of this proposal, we propose to define “intermediate access provider” as
“any entity that carries or processes traffic at any point between the final interexchange carrier in a call
path and the carrier providing end office access service.” 22 We seek comment on the use of this definition
in this context. Does it adequately capture the types of intermediate access providers currently benefiting
from access stimulation schemes? Is it too narrow or too broad?
14.
Direct Connection. Commenters have argued that the volume of traffic bound for accessstimulating LECs justifies direct connections, but allege that access-stimulating LECs currently refuse to
accept such connections. 23 Direct connections do not pass through intermediate switches and are offered
on a capacity basis at monthly-recurring rates, as opposed to a per-MOU rate. If there is a sufficient
volume of traffic, the monthly charges for direct connections can often be substantially lower than perMOU rates for an equivalent amount of traffic. 24 As the second prong of our proposal, we propose to
provide access-stimulating LECs the option to offer to connect directly to the IXC or an intermediate
access provider of the IXC’s choice 25 as an alternative to bearing financial responsibility for intermediate
access provider charges and ceasing to bill their own transport charges. Under this proposal, IXCs would
have the option of selecting an intermediate access provider that would bill the IXC for transport to the
access-stimulating LEC on a dedicated basis. We seek comment on this proposal and on how best to
implement it. We note that as a result of this election, an IXC would have the choice to connect with an
access-stimulating LEC directly or indirectly through the LEC’s existing intermediate access provider or
another IXC directly connecting to the access-stimulating LEC.
15.
For direct connections between an IXC (or an intermediate access provider of the IXC’s
choosing) and an access-stimulating LEC to be established, not only must the access-stimulating LEC be
willing and able to accept direct connections, but arrangements need to be made between the IXCs
seeking to avail themselves of such connections and the LEC. If we adopt the approach we propose
today, how long should we give existing access-stimulating LECs to indicate their willingness to accept
direct connections and how long should we give them to implement those direct connections? How
detailed a timeline should we adopt for this process? Should we adopt rules regarding the conduct of any
negotiations for direct connections? For example, should we adopt a timeframe within which
negotiations must be concluded before the LEC must assume financial responsibility for the delivery of
traffic or the impasse submitted to arbitration? Similarly, if, at some later date, an access-stimulating
LEC decides to offer direct connections, what process should the access-stimulating LEC need to follow
to cease bearing the financial obligation for the intermediate access providers’ charges? How should we
address LECs that meet the definition of access-stimulating LEC after adoption of our rules? If they
chose to offer direct connections, what time frame should we provide for making and implementing that
decision?
16.
We propose to adopt a rule that makes clear that allowing access-stimulating LECs to
accept direct connection as a means of not bearing financial responsibility for intermediate access
provider charges does not carry with it an obligation for such LECs to extend their networks absent a
request and an independent obligation to do so. Is this a reasonable limitation? Are there any other
limitations or exceptions we should apply? Are there other rules we should adopt to help providers
implement the option to accept direct connections if a provider makes that choice? For example, because
IXCs are not currently directly connected to access-stimulating LECs in the scenario to which our
22

See 47 CFR § 64.1600(f). See infra App. A, § 51.903(l).

23

See, e.g., Verizon Refresh-the-Record PN Comments a 7.

24
See, e.g., Verizon Refresh-the-Record PN Comments a 7; Reply Comments in Support of Petition of AT&T
Services for Forbearance Under 47 U.S.C. § 160(c), WC Docket No. 16-363, at 11-13 (filed Dec. 19, 2016).
25

Such intermediate access provider might be the current or a new intermediate access provider. Traffic volumes
may not always justify direct connections between an IXC and an access-stimulating LEC, particularly if such LEC
serves multiple end offices and not all such end offices process access stimulation traffic.
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proposal applies, a third-party vendor may need to connect the two networks via dedicated transport such
as, perhaps, the current intermediate access provider. 26 Are there any rules that we should adopt to
facilitate such arrangements? 27
17.
One result of permitting access-stimulating LECs that subtend CEA providers to connect
with IXCs directly (or an intermediate access provider of an IXC’s choice) would be to end the
“mandatory use” policy applicable to some CEA providers, at least with respect to access-stimulating
LECs. 28 Historically, this mandatory use policy has permitted the CEA providers in Iowa and South
Dakota to require IXCs to connect to LECs that subtend the CEA provider indirectly through the CEA
provider’s tandem switch rather than indirectly through another intermediate access provider or directly to
the subtending LEC. In initially permitting this practice almost thirty years ago, the Commission
concluded that it “[did] not believe that the mandatory termination requirement for interstate traffic is
unreasonable or differs substantially from the normal way access is provided, as both an originating and
terminating service by the local exchange company.” 29
18.
It appears that access stimulation, particularly when practiced by competitive LECs,
which were formed well after CEA providers were established, presents a reasonable circumstance for
departing from the policy of permitting mandatory use requirements because delivery of such traffic,
particularly in the pertinent volumes, was not the purpose for which CEA providers were formed. We
seek comment on this assumption, and on the impact of this proposal on CEA providers, on the LECs that
subtend CEA providers, and on the customers of such subtending LECs. For example, to the extent that
creating the opportunity for access-stimulation traffic to bypass CEA providers threatens the viability of
CEA providers, we seek comment on whether and how this potential effect should be addressed. Are
there other companies that can perform the traditional functions of CEA providers, including equal access
implementation and traffic measurement and billing? Recognizing that most states do not have CEA
providers, are there ways that equal access and traffic identification and measurement are handled by
small LECs in those states that can inform our decision making in this proceeding?
19.
Notice Requirement. We propose to require access-stimulating LECs to notify affected
IXCs and intermediate access providers of their intent to accept financial responsibility for calls delivered
to their networks or to accept direct connections from IXCs or intermediate access providers of the IXCs’
choosing. Should we also require the access-stimulating LEC to provide public, written notice of its
choice to the Commission? Should we provide specific requirements regarding the form and content of
such notice? For example, should we require an access-stimulating LEC to accept direct connections at
current points of interconnection (POI) with intermediate access providers, as well as at the LECs’ end
office, and to provide notice of those locations? Or, should we allow an access-stimulating LEC to
choose where to provide POIs and to specify those locations in its notice? Should access-stimulating
LECs also provide notice to the Commission and state commissions of their choice to accept direct
connections and of the location of their POIs? To ensure that the investment made by an IXC to extend
its network to directly interconnect with an access-stimulating LEC is not stranded, should an accessstimulating LEC be prohibited from ending its election of direct connections once made? Should such a
prohibition be permanent or for a specified period of time?
26

In this example, the intermediate access provider would route traffic directly, bypassing the tandem switch
through which traffic is currently routed.
27

We note, for example, that CEA providers are not obligated to provide direct-trunked transport (dedicated
transport) under section 69.112 of our rules. 47 CFR § 69.112.
28

In the order authorizing CEA provider Aureon, the Commission established the mandatory use policy, permitting
CEA providers to require IXCs to connect to LECs that subtend a CEA provider indirectly through such CEA
providers’ tandem switch rather than indirectly through another intermediate provider or directly to the subtending
LEC. Aureon Section 214 Order, 3 FCC Rcd at 1472-73, paras. 28-33.

29

Aureon Section 214 Order, 3 FCC Rcd at 1473, para. 33.
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20.
Impact of this Proposal. We seek comment on the costs and benefits of our proposal. To
what extent will our two-pronged proposal alleviate market distortions created by the ability of accessstimulating LECs to bill for switched transport services at rates that our rules have not required to be
reduced below 2011 interstate levels? Will the incentives created by our proposal for access-stimulating
LECs to accept direct connections (to avoid bearing intermediate access provider charges imposed by a
provider of the access-stimulating LEC’s choosing) alleviate the problem of IXCs paying relatively-high
tandem-switched transport rates by giving IXCs more options to reach end users?
21.
How will our proposal affect incentives for carriers to migrate their services to IP? To
what extent do parties expect that direct connections would be provided in time division multiplexed
(TDM) format rather than IP? 30 Are there circumstances in which an access-stimulating LEC should be
required, upon request, to interconnect using IP rather than TDM and bear any costs necessary to do so? 31
Are calls bound for high call volume service providers ultimately converted to IP for delivery?
22.
NTCA et al. Proposal. NTCA et al. has recommended that we adopt rules similar to the
first prong of our proposal, but without providing an access-stimulating LEC the option of electing to
accept direct connections as a means of avoiding bearing intermediate access provider charges. 32 Under
the NTCA et al. proposal, within 45 days of the effective date of the implementing rules, accessstimulating LECs would be required to revise their tariffs to remove any terminating interstate tandem
switching and tandem transport charges of their own and also begin to assume financial responsibility for
all intermediate switched access provider interstate tandem switching and transport charges for traffic
bound for such access-stimulating LECs. The NTCA et al. proposal would also require accessstimulating LECs to provide written notice to all affected providers, including intermediate access
providers, of the substance of these tariff revisions at the time that such tariff revisions are filed, as well
as the fact that such access-stimulating LECs will be bearing financial responsibility for pertinent
intermediate switched access provider interstate tandem switching and transport charges.
23.
Although the NTCA et al. proposal does not preclude an access-stimulating LEC from
avoiding incurring intermediate access provider charges by beginning to accept direct connections, it also
does not provide IXCs any incentive to accept offers of direct connection from such LECs. By permitting
access-stimulating LECs to elect to accept direct connections, our proposal seeks to provide a formal
means by which access-stimulating LECs may eventually avoid incurring intermediate access provider
charges. We seek comment on the NTCA et al. proposal both as an independent proposal and also as it
relates to our proposal above.
24.
CenturyLink Proposal. CenturyLink suggests that we consider an approach similar to our
proposal, but with broader applicability. 33 Rather than focusing on access-stimulating LECs, CenturyLink
recommends shifting financial responsibility to any LEC that declines to accept a request for direct

30
See Letter from David Erickson, President, HD Tandem to Marlene Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket Nos. 1090, 07-135; CC Docket No. 01-92 at Attach. (filed Feb. 7, 2018); Letter from David Erikson, President, HD Tandem
to Marlene Dortch, Secretary, FCC (filed Apr. 25, 2018) (“HD Tandem discussed the company’s IP Homing
Tandem (IPHT) proposal, which would not only address industry concerns regarding access stimulation but also
benefit consumers by stimulating the IP Transition and ushering in HD voice and other technological innovations.”).
We seek comment on this proposal.
31

See, e.g., HD Tandem Refresh-the-Record PN Reply, WC Docket No. 10-90, CC Docket No. 01-92, at 5 (filed
Nov. 20, 2017).
32

See Letter from NTCA, AT&T, Verizon, Windstream, NCTA, Frontier, WTA, USTelecom to Marlene H. Dortch,
Secretary, FCC, CC Docket No. 01-92 (filed Apr. 11, 2018); NTCA et al. Nov. 16, 2017 Ex Parte at 1-2.

33

See Letter from Jeffrey S. Lanning, VP – Federal Regulatory Affairs, CenturyLink to Marlene H. Dortch,
Secretary, FCC, CC Docket No. 01-92; WC Docket Nos. 07-135 and 10-90 (filed Apr. 30, 2018) (CenturyLink Apr.
30, 2018 Ex Parte).
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interconnection for the purpose of terminating access traffic. 34 We seek comment on this
recommendation. What would be the impact of such an approach on the affected companies and their
customers?
B.

Requiring All Access-Stimulating LECs to Transition to Bill-and-Keep

25.
If we do not adopt rules requiring access-stimulating LECs to either choose to accept
financial responsibility for the delivery of calls or to accept direct connections, should we reduce all
terminating tandem switching, common transport, and tandem-switched transport rate elements for access
stimulators to bill-and-keep? 35 Moving these access charges to bill-and-keep would be consistent with
our overarching goals of discouraging arbitrage, in particular access stimulation, and ultimately
transitioning all traffic to bill-and-keep. It would also be consistent with the Commission’s finding in the
USF/ICC Transformation Order that with respect to terminating traffic, the LEC’s end user is the cost
causer and therefore the LEC should look first to its subscribers to recover the costs of it network. 36 To
what extent would this approach resolve the access arbitrage concerns identified in this Notice? We also
seek comment on how this approach fits with the other proposals in this Notice. For example, if we
reduce all terminating access charges to bill-and-keep is there any remaining incentive for carriers to
stimulate traffic? We also seek comment on any implementation issues or concerns related to the
proposal. Should we provide for a transition period to bill-and-keep for access stimulators? If so, how
long should the transition last and what steps should it include? 37
26.
We also seek comment on whether to require an access-stimulating LEC to transition its
dedicated transport and originating rates to bill-and-keep. The only potential access arbitrage scheme of
which we are aware regarding originating access concerns 8YY traffic, which we leave for separate
consideration. 38 Outside the 8YY context, are there arbitrage schemes involving originating access about
which we should be concerned? Can they be addressed by a transition to bill-and-keep or by other
proposals in this Notice?
C.

Defining Access Stimulation

27.
Given evidence that access stimulation schemes are still being perpetrated
notwithstanding our existing rules, we seek comment on whether, and if so how, to revise the current
definition of access stimulation to more accurately and effectively target harmful access stimulation
practices. 39 What has been the impact of the current definition over the last seven years? Has it proved
effective at identifying actors that are distorting the ICC system for their own gain? If not, how can we
revise the definition to more accurately identify these types of harmful practices? Should we, for
example, modify the ratios or triggers in the definition? If so, how should those ratios or triggers be
34

Id.

35

USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 17943, para. 820 (“Ultimately, we agree with concerns raised by
commenters that the continuation of transport charges in perpetuity would be problematic.” (footnote omitted)).
36

USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 17909, para. 746.

37
If we do not require access-stimulating LECs to transition all of their terminating switched access rates to billand-keep, should we instead prescribe rate reductions (to the extent not already applicable) to access-stimulating
LECs for terminating tandem switching, common transport and tandem-switched transport rates as has been
suggested? If so, how should the rate reductions be calculated, and over what period of time? Or, should we take a
lesser step of revising the way access-stimulating competitive LECs set their rates, such as for transport? See Letter
from Gerard J. Waldron, Counsel for Inteliquent, Inc. to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket Nos. 16363, 10-90, 07-135; CC Docket No. 07-135, Attach. at 4 (filed Oct. 12, 2017) (Inteliquent Oct. 12, 2017 Ex Parte).
38

See supra [[n.7]].

39

See 47 CFR § 61.3(bbb). We seek comment on the definition of access stimulation particularly in light of our
proposals in this Notice that rely on such definition.
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modified? 40 Should we adopt triggers that relate to the stimulation of tandem and transport services? If
so, what should those triggers be? Is the current revenue sharing agreement requirement in our rules
sufficiently broad or should it be revised, and if so how? 41 Or, should we remove the revenue sharing
portion of the definition, because access stimulation seems to be occurring in some instances even in the
absence of revenue sharing? 42 Do commenters believe that revenue sharing alone is an indication of
access stimulation? If so, should we revise our rules so that the existence of a revenue sharing agreement
triggers the access stimulation rule? How will we know if parties are engaged in revenue sharing?
Should we require these parties to self-report? 43 If so, we seek comment on how to implement a selfreporting requirement.
28.
Alternatively, based on parties’ experience with our existing access stimulation rules, is
there reason to find that access stimulation itself is unjust and unreasonable because of the imposition of
excess charges on IXCs, wireless carriers, and their customers? 44 Or, is there a subset of such activities
that we should separately identify as unlawful?
29.
To address specific concerns identified in the record, commenters should also consider
the extent to which the access stimulation definition should be revised to address intermediate access
providers. Do intermediate access providers that are not engaged in access stimulation as defined in our
current rules nevertheless benefit from access stimulation schemes? To remove incentives for
intermediate access providers to enable access arbitrage schemes, aside from the proposals discussed
above, should we adopt new access stimulation rules, or modify our existing rules, to apply specifically to
intermediate access providers? Would doing so be unduly burdensome to intermediate access providers
or small LECs who subtend them? Are there technical obstacles that would make it infeasible for
intermediate access providers to comply with the Commission’s current, or any modified, access
stimulation rules? Would a requirement that access-stimulating subtending LECs notify the intermediate
access provider that they are engaged in access stimulation and identify the traffic that is being stimulated
provide a practical solution?
D.

Addressing Other Arbitrage Schemes, and Alternative Approaches to Arbitrage

30.
The record indicates the existence of at least three other types of arbitrage schemes. We
seek comment on the prevalence and impact of these types of schemes described in more detail below.
Will any of the rules we propose today help retard these schemes? Are there other rules we should adopt
to prevent these schemes?

40

See 47 CFR § 61.3(bbb)(1)(ii); see HD Tandem USF/ICC Transformation FNPRM Reply at 5.

41

See 47 CFR § 61.3(bbb)(1)(i).

42

See 47 CFR § 61.3(bbb)(1)(i).

43
In the USF/ICC Transformation Order, the Commission declined to adopt a similar notice requirement for
competitive LECs, reasoning that such competitive LECs’ complying tariff revisions would serve as adequate
notice. USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 17886, n.1163. However, it might not be possible to
determine whether a competitive LEC is engaged in access stimulation merely by examining its tariff or tariff filings
because the competitive LEC may be charging the lowest price cap LEC rate in the state, perhaps as a result of not
being eligible for the rural competitive LEC exemption. Further, it might not be possible to determine from the
tariff filings of incumbent LECs that do not participate in the NECA tariff whether such incumbent LECs are
engaged in access stimulation.
44

In the USF/ICC Transformation Order, rather than finding access stimulation unlawful, the Commission adopted
rules to “curtail” this harmful activity. See USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 17879, para. 672 (“A
ban on all revenue sharing arrangements could be overly broad, and no party has suggested a way to overcome this
shortcoming. Nor do we find that parties have demonstrated that traffic directed to access stimulators should not be
subject to tariff access charges in all cases.” (footnote omitted)); id. at 17676, para. 33, 17873, para. 649.
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31.
First, parties describe an access arbitrage scheme involving a revenue sharing or other
type of agreement between an intermediate access provider and a terminating carrier that may not meet
the definition of access stimulation under our rules, such as a Commercial Mobile Radio Service (CMRS)
carrier. 45 CMRS carriers are prohibited from tariffing access charges. 46 However, intermediate access
providers that transport traffic from an IXC to CMRS carriers can charge for access services through filed
tariffs or negotiated agreements. Some IXCs claim that certain CMRS carriers that previously offered
direct connections between their networks and the IXCs’ networks have begun to use intermediate access
providers to terminate their traffic from IXCs, to reap the benefit of alleged revenue sharing agreements
with the intermediate access providers. 47 Should we adopt rules that discourage all revenue sharing
agreements between terminating providers and intermediate access providers? If a terminating provider
requires that some or all traffic be routed through an intermediate access provider, should we require the
terminating provider to pay the intermediate access provider’s charges? Or are there instances where it is
most efficient to require traffic be routed through an intermediate access provider? What would be the
costs and benefits of requiring a terminating provider that requires the use of a specific intermediate
access provider to pay the intermediate access provider’s charges? And would the cost-benefit analysis
change if we focused any such rules on large terminating providers—i.e., those with 100,000 or more
“lines” at the holding company level?
32.
Second, because LECs and intermediate access providers receive greater compensation
from IXCs the further the LEC or intermediate access provider carries the traffic to reach a POI with the
IXC, some commenters allege that LECs have changed their POI with IXCs for the sole purpose of
artificially inflating their per-MOU, per-mile transport rates and revenue. 48 This scheme is often referred
to as mileage pumping. Shortly after the USF/ICC Transformation Order, the Commission released an
order addressing this practice finding such network changes were merely sham arrangements and that the
LECs did not have the unilateral right under their tariffs to make such changes.49 Nevertheless,
45

Letter from Philip J. Macres, Klein Law Group to Marlene. H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket Nos. 07-135,
10-90 at 2-3 (filed Dec. 20, 2017); see also Peerless, et al. Refresh-the-Record PN Comments at 4. These
allegations have been disputed. See Letter from Todd D. Daubert, Counsel to T-Mobile USA, Inc. to Marlene H.
Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket Nos. 07-135, 10-90; CC Docket No. 01-92, at 2-3 (filed Jan. 5, 2018) (TMobile Jan. 5, 2018 Ex Parte). See also Letter from John Barnicle, President and CEO, Peerless & Philip Macres,
Principal, Klein Law Group to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket Nos. 07-135, 10-90, CC Docket No.
01-92 (filed Mar. 15, 2018); Letter from Philip J. Macres, Klein Law Group to Marlene. H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC,
WC Docket Nos. 07-135, 10-90; CC Docket No. 01-92 (filed Apr. 12, 2018); CenturyLink USF/ICC
Transformation FNPRM Reply at 3-4.
46

47 CFR § 20.15(c).

47

Letter from Philip J. Macres, Klein Law Group to Marlene. H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket Nos. 07-135,
10-90 at 2-3 (filed Dec. 20, 2017); see also Peerless, et al. Refresh-the-Record PN Comments at 4. These
allegations have been disputed. See Letter from Todd D. Daubert, Counsel to T-Mobile USA, Inc. to Marlene H.
Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket Nos. 07-135, 10-90; CC Docket No. 01-92, at 2-3 (filed Jan. 5, 2018) (TMobile Jan. 5, 2018 Ex Parte). See also Letter from John Barnicle, President and CEO, Peerless & Philip Macres,
Principal, Klein Law Group to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket Nos. 07-135, 10-90, CC Docket No.
01-92 (filed Mar. 15, 2018); Letter from Philip J. Macres, Klein Law Group to Marlene. H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC,
WC Docket Nos. 07-135, 10-90; CC Docket No. 01-92 (filed Apr. 12, 2018); CenturyLink USF/ICC
Transformation FNPRM Reply at 3-4. We strongly encourage all parties to provide further explanation in response
to this Notice.
48

Inteliquent Oct. 12, 2017 Ex Parte Attach. at 7.

49
In addressing a complaint in which AT&T alleged that the Defendants unnecessarily changed the POIs that AT&T
had established with a CEA provider to artificially inflate charges to AT&T for per-MOU per-mile transport (by
increasing the billable mileage by amounts varying between 79 and 135 additional miles) the Commission found
that the Defendants violated section 201(b) of the Act by engaging in unreasonable “sham arrangements” designed
to inflate mileage charges. AT&T Corp. v. Alpine Communications, LLC et al., 27 FCC Rcd 11511 at 11526, para.
39 (2012) (Alpine). The Commission found that the evidence demonstrated that the Defendants had significantly
(continued….)
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allegations of mileage pumping continue. We seek comment on the prevalence of this practice, its impact
in the market, and the likely effect of the rules proposed in this Notice on this concern. What more can
we do to prevent these practices?
33.
Third, some commenters raise concerns about the addition of superfluous network
facilities for which the LEC can bill switched access charges, but the rates for which are not subject to the
current transition to bill-and-keep. 50 This practice is sometimes referred to as “daisy chaining.” 51 This
practice may inefficiently inflate per-mile charges and insert unnecessary facilities to justify assessment
of additional rate elements, such as remote switches that subtend end offices. What actions can we take to
prevent daisy chaining?
34.
Would the CenturyLink suggestion of shifting financial responsibility to LECs that
decline to accept direct connections eliminate or reduce the three types of inefficient routing schemes
described above? 52 Even if an IXC chose not to seek a direct connection, would the risk of IXCs seeking
direct connections provide a disciplining counterweight to some providers’ incentives to engage in
mileage pumping or daisy-chaining? What would be the impact on affected parties?
E.

Other Issues

35.
We recognize that any action we take to address access arbitrage may affect the costs to
carriers and their customers and the choices they make, as they provide and receive telecommunications
services. Consumers that enjoy high call volume services could be affected by regulatory adjustments
targeting arbitrage. 53 Are there efficiencies that are in the public’s interest in what some describe as
arbitrage? Would addressing the arbitrage described here unfairly advantage any particular competitor or
class of competitors? If so, are there alternative means to address the arbitrage issues described here and
presented in the record? 54 How would the changes proposed herein affect small businesses?
36.
In the USF/ICC Transformation Order, the Commission considered direct costs imposed
on consumers by arbitrage schemes. 55 The Commission also found that access stimulation diverts “capital
away from more productive uses such as broadband deployment.” 56 We believe this continues to be true.
Are there additional, more-current data available to estimate the annual cost of arbitrage schemes to
companies, long distance rate payers, and consumers in general? 57 Likewise, are there data available to
(Continued from previous page)
increased AT&T’s operating costs without providing any enhanced service choices or benefits to customers. Alpine,
27 FCC Rcd at 11528-30, paras. 44-48. The Commission also held that the Defendants did not have the unilateral
right under applicable tariffs to alter their POIs with the CEA provider and that they did not provide appropriate
notice of the POI changes. Alpine, 27 FCC Rcd at 11520-23, paras. 23-30, 11525-26, paras. 37-38. The
Commission found certain of the Defendants violated the terms of their tariff by charging for transport services
provided outside of the LATA in which such LECs had end users. Alpine, 27 FCC Rcd at 11523-24, para. 34.
50

See, e.g., Inteliquent Oct. 12, 2017 Ex Parte, Attach. at 7 (providing example of one call accumulating three
termination charges due to the host/remote end office configuration).

51

Id.

52

See CenturyLink Apr. 30, 2018 Ex Parte.

53

See James Valley Cooperative Telephone Co. (JVCTC), Northern Valley Communications, LLC (NVC), and
Great Lakes Communication Corp. (GLCC) Refresh-the-Record PN Reply at 6 (stating “AT&T’s and Verizon’s
(and many other IXCs’) customers have come to rely upon these conferencing and related high-volume services”).
54

See, e.g., AT&T Refresh-the-Record PN Comments at 17-19 (discussing intermediate provider competition).

55

USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 17676, para. 33, 17875-76, paras. 663-64 (finding “[a]ccess
stimulation imposes undue costs on consumers . . . .”).
56

Id.

57
See NTCA and WTA Joint Refresh-the-Record PN Reply at 12 (filed Nov. 20, 2017) (stating “unreasonable
arbitrage is largely confined at most to a handful of CLECs and is not endemic to the industry as a whole”).
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quantify the resources being diverted from infrastructure investment because of arbitrage schemes? 58 To
what degree are consumers indirectly affected by potentially inefficient networking and cost recovery due
to current regulations and the exploitation of those regulations? 59 Are there other costs or benefits we
should consider? 60
F.

Legal Authority

37.
The proposals in this Notice, targeted to address the particular issues described in the
record, continue the work the Commission began in the USF/ICC Transformation Order to stop
economically wasteful arbitrage activity and the damage it causes in telecommunications markets.
Therefore, we rely on the legal authority the Commission set forth in the USF/ICC Transformation Order,
as support for modifications to rules we propose in this Notice. 61 The Commission made clear that its
rules to address access arbitrage would result in interstate access rates “consistent with section 201(b) of
the Act.” 62 The Commission likewise found that “[o]ur statutory authority to implement bill-and-keep as
the default framework for the exchange of traffic with LECs flows directly from sections 251(b)(5) and
201(b) of the Act.” 63 We seek comment on whether additional statutory authority is available, or
necessary, to support the actions proposed here.
IV.

RULE REVISIONS

38.
We seek comment on the rule changes proposed in Appendix A. 64 What, if any, other
rule additions or modifications should we make to codify these proposals? Are there any conforming rule
changes that commenters consider necessary? For example, we intend for any rules that we adopt to
apply not only to interstate traffic, but also intrastate traffic. 65 Do our proposed rules adequately address
this? Are there any conflicts or inconsistencies between existing rules and those proposed herein? We
ask commenters to provide any other proposed actions and rule additions or modifications we should

58

See, e.g., James Valley Cooperative Tel. Co. (JVCTC), Northern Valley Communications, LLC (NVC), and Great
Lakes Communication Corp. (GLCC) Refresh-the-Record PN Reply at 2-8 (filed Nov. 20, 2017) (questioning the
degree and effect of current arbitrage issues).
59

See, e.g., AT&T Forbearance Petition at 9-10 (discussing “rampant” issues with access stimulation).

60

See, e.g., Nebraska Rural Independent Companies (NRIC) Refresh-the-Record PN Reply, App. A (“Examples of
Quotations Taken from the USF/ICC Transformation Order Regarding the FCC Predictive Judgements Associated
with Anticipated Benefits to be Derived from Bill and Keep for Terminating Traffic”); see also South Dakota
Telecommunications Association (SDTA) Refresh-the-Record PN Reply at 5 (describing the amount of revenue that
could be affected by regulatory changes to current payment obligations for originating switched access services
(both interstate and intrastate)).
61

See USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 17914-25, paras. 760-81.

62

Id. at 17875, para. 660.

63

See id.

64

See infra App. A.

65
Any proposed rule revision pertaining to terminating interstate switched access rates would apply equally to
terminating intrastate switched access rates by operation of sections 51.907(c)(1), 51.909(c)(1), and 51.911(c) of our
rules. 47 CFR §§ 51.907(c)(1); 51.909(c)(1), 51.911(c). Sections 51.907(c)(1) and 51.909(c)(1) create parity
between interstate and intrastate terminating switched access rates prohibiting incumbent LECs’ pertinent switched
terminating intrastate access rates from exceeding such LECs’ interstate rates for functionally-equivalent service.
Thus, any rules that we adopt limiting the level or applicability of interstate switched access rates would apply to
intrastate switched access rates. 47 CFR §§ 51.907(c)(1); 51.909(c)(1). Such rules would extend to competitive
LECs by operation of section 51.911(c), which prohibits such LECs from tariffing interstate or intrastate rates that
exceed the rates of the incumbent LECs with which they compete. 47 CFR § 51.911(c). The non-rate-related
aspects of our proposed rules are not limited to interstate traffic.
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consider to address the access arbitrage schemes described in this Notice including updates to any
relevant comments or proposals made in response to the USF/ICC Transformation FNPRM.
V.

PROCEDURAL MATTERS
A.

Filing Instructions

39.
Pursuant to sections 1.415 and 1.419 of the Commission’s rules, 47 CFR §§ 1.415, 1.419,
interested parties may file comments and reply comments on or before the dates indicated on the first
page of this document. Comments may be filed using the Commission’s Electronic Comment Filing
System (ECFS). See Electronic Filing of Documents in Rulemaking Proceedings, 63 FR 24121 (1998).
•

Electronic Filers: Comments may be filed electronically using the Internet by accessing the
ECFS: https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/

•

Paper Filers: Parties who choose to file by paper must file an original and one copy of each
filing. If more than one docket or rulemaking number appears in the caption of this
proceeding, filers must submit two additional copies for each additional docket or rulemaking
number.
Filings can be sent by hand or messenger delivery, by commercial overnight courier, or by
first-class or overnight U.S. Postal Service mail. All filings must be addressed to the
Commission’s Secretary, Office of the Secretary, Federal Communications Commission.
•

All hand-delivered or messenger-delivered paper filings for the Commission’s
Secretary must be delivered to FCC Headquarters at 445 12th St., SW, Room TWA325, Washington, DC 20554. The filing hours are 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. All hand
deliveries must be held together with rubber bands or fasteners. Any envelopes and
boxes must be disposed of before entering the building.

•

Commercial overnight mail (other than U.S. Postal Service Express Mail and Priority
Mail) must be sent to 9050 Junction Drive, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701.

•

U.S. Postal Service first-class, Express, and Priority mail must be addressed to 445
12th Street, SW, Washington, DC 20554.

40.
People with Disabilities. To request materials in accessible formats for people with
disabilities (braille, large print, electronic files, audio format), send an e-mail to fcc504@fcc.gov or call
the Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau at 202-418-0530 (voice), 202-418-0432 (tty).
B.

Ex Parte Requirements

41.
This proceeding shall be treated as a “permit-but-disclose” proceeding in accordance with
the Commission’s ex parte rules. 66 Persons making ex parte presentations must file a copy of any written
presentation or a memorandum summarizing any oral presentation within two business days after the
presentation (unless a different deadline applicable to the Sunshine period applies). Persons making oral
ex parte presentations are reminded that memoranda summarizing the presentation must: (1) list all
persons attending or otherwise participating in the meeting at which the ex parte presentation was made;
and (2) summarize all data presented and arguments made during the presentation. If the presentation
consisted in whole or in part of the presentation of data or arguments already reflected in the presenter’s
written comments, memoranda, or other filings in the proceeding, the presenter may provide citations to
such data or arguments in his or her prior comments, memoranda, or other filings (specifying the relevant
page and/or paragraph numbers where such data or arguments can be found) in lieu of summarizing them
in the memorandum. Documents shown or given to Commission staff during ex parte meetings are
deemed to be written ex parte presentations and must be filed consistent with Rule 1.1206(b). In
66

47 CFR §§ 1.1200 et seq.
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proceedings governed by Rule 1.49(f) or for which the Commission has made available a method of
electronic filing, written ex parte presentations and memoranda summarizing oral ex parte presentations,
and all attachments thereto, must be filed through the electronic comment filing system available for that
proceeding, and must be filed in their native format (e.g., .doc, .xml, .ppt, searchable .pdf). Participants in
this proceeding should familiarize themselves with the Commission’s ex parte rules.
C.

Paperwork Reduction Act Analysis

42.
This document contains proposed new and modified information collection requirements.
The Commission, as part of its continuing effort to reduce paperwork burdens, invites the general public
and the Office of Management and Budget to comment on the information collection requirements
contained in this document, as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, Public Law 104-13.
In addition, pursuant to the Small Business Paperwork Relief Act of 2002, Public Law 107-198, see 44
U.S.C. § 3506(c)(4), we seek specific comment on how we might further reduce the information
collection burden for small business concerns with fewer than 25 employees. 67
D.

Initial Regulatory Flexibility Act Analysis

43.
Pursuant to the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA),68 we have prepared an Initial
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) of the possible significant economic impact on small entities of
the policies and actions considered in this Notice. The Commission prepared an IRFA to accompany the
first Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in this docket. 69 The questions asked in this Notice are
different than those the Commission sought comment on previously. Therefore, we have prepared a new
IRFA to reflect the substance of this Notice. The text of the IRFA is set forth in Appendix B. Written
public comments are requested on this IRFA. Comments must be identified as responses to the IRFA and
must be filed by the deadlines for comments on the Notice. The Commission’s Consumer and
Governmental Affairs Bureau, Reference Information Center, will send a copy of the Notice, including
the IRFA, to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration. 70
E.

Contact Person

44.
For further information about this proceeding, please contact Edward Krachmer, FCC
Wireline Competition Bureau, Pricing Policy Division, Room 5-A230, 445 12th Street, S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20554, (202) 418-1525, Edward.Krachmer@fcc.gov.
VI.

ORDERING CLAUSES

45.
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that, pursuant to sections 1, 2, 4(i), 201-206, 214, 218220, 251, 252, 254, 256, 303(r), and 403 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, and section
706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 47 U.S.C. §§ 151, 152, 154(i), 201-206, 218-220, 251, 252,
254, 256, 303(r), and 403, and section 1.1 of the Commission’s rules, 47 CFR § 1.1, this Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking IS ADOPTED.
46.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to applicable procedures set forth in sections
1.415 and 1.419 of the Commission’s Rules, 47 CFR §§ 1.415, 1.419, interested parties may file
comments on this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on or before 21 days after publication of the Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking in the Federal Register and reply comments on or before 35 days after publication
of the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in the Federal Register.
47.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Commission’s Consumer and Governmental

67

See 44 U.S.C. § 3506(c)(4).

68

See 5 U.S.C. § 603.

69

USF/ICC Transformation Order at App. P.

70

See 5 U.S.C. § 603(a).
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Affairs Bureau, Reference Information Center, SHALL SEND a copy of the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, including the Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of
the Small Business Administration.
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Marlene H. Dortch
Secretary
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APPENDIX A
Proposed Rules
For the reasons set forth above, the Federal Communications Commission proposes to amend Part 51 of
Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations as follows:
PART 51—INTERCONNECTION

1. The authority citation for part 51 continues to read as follows:
AUTHORITY: Sections 1–5, 7, 201–05, 207–09, 218, 220, 225–27, 251–54, 256, 271, 303(r), 332, 706
of the Telecommunication Act of 1996, 48 Stat. 1070, as amended, 1077; 47 U.S.C. 151–55, 157, 201–
05, 207–09, 218, 220, 225–27, 251–54, 256, 271, 303(r), 332, 1302, 47 U.S.C. 157 note, unless otherwise
noted.

§ 51.903 [amended]
47 CFR § 51.903
2. Amend § 51.903 by adding paragraphs (k) and (l) to read as follows:
§ 51.903 Definitions.
*****
(k)

Access Stimulation has the same meaning as that term is defined in § 61.3(bbb) of this chapter.

(l)
Intermediate Access Provider means any entity that carries or processes traffic at any point
between the final Interexchange Carrier in a call path and the carrier providing End Office Access
Service.
(m)
Interexchange Carrier means a telecommunications carrier that uses the exchange access or
information access services of another telecommunications carrier for the provision of
telecommunications.

3. Section 51.914 is added to read as follows:
§ 51.914 Additional Provisions Applicable to Access Stimulation Traffic.
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of the Commission’s rules, if a local exchange carrier is
engaged in Access Stimulation, it shall within 45 days of commencing Access Stimulation, or
within 45 days of [the effective date of this rule], whichever is later:
(1) (i) not bill any affected Interexchange Carrier or any Intermediate Access Provider for
the terminating switched access tandem switching or any terminating switched access
transport charges for any traffic between such local exchange carrier’s terminating
end office or equivalent and the associated access tandem switch; and
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(ii) assume financial responsibility for the applicable Intermediate Access Provider
terminating tandem switching and terminating switched transport access charges
relating to traffic bound for the access-stimulating local exchange carrier; or
(2) upon request of an Interexchange Carrier for direct-trunked transport service, provision
and enable direct-trunked transport service to either the Interexchange Carrier or an
Intermediate Access Provider of the Interexchange Carrier’s choosing within [[period of
time]] of such a request.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of the Commission’s rules, if a local exchange carrier is
engaged in Access Stimulation, it shall within 45 days of commencing Access Stimulation, or
within 45 days of [the effective date of this rule], whichever is later, notify in writing all
Intermediate Access Providers which it subtends and Interexchange Carriers with which it
does business of the following:
(1) that it is a local exchange carrier engaged in Access Stimulation;
(2) that it will either: (i) obtain and pay for terminating access services from Intermediate
Access Providers for such traffic as of that date; or (ii) offer direct-trunked transport
service to any affected Interexchange Carrier (or to an Intermediate Access Provider of
the Interexchange Carrier’s choosing); and
(3) to the extent that the local exchange carrier engaged in Access Stimulation intends to
comply with § 51.914(a) through electing the option described in § 51.914(a)(2),
designate where on its network it will accept the requested direct connection.
(c) Nothing in this § 51.914 creates an independent obligation for a local exchange carrier to
construct new facilities other than, as necessary, adding switch trunk ports.
(d) In the event that an Intermediate Access Provider receives notice under § 51.914(b) that a
local exchange carrier engaged in Access Stimulation will be obtaining and paying for
terminating access service from such Intermediate Access Provider, an Intermediate Access
Provider shall not bill Interexchange Carriers terminating tandem switching and terminating
switched transport access for traffic bound for such local exchange carrier but, instead bill
such local exchange carrier for such services.
(e) Notwithstanding any provision of this § 51.914, any carrier that is not itself engaged in
Access Stimulation, as that term is defined in § 61.3(bbb), but serves as an Intermediate
Access Provider with respect to traffic bound for an access-stimulating local exchange
carrier, shall not itself be deemed a local exchange carrier engaged in Access Stimulation or
be affected by this rule other than § 51.914(d).

§ 51.917 [amended]
47 CFR § 51.917
4. Amend § 51.917 by revising paragraph (c) as follows:
Remove “access stimulation” and add, in its place, “Access Stimulation”.
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APPENDIX B
Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
1.
As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, as amended (RFA), 1 we have
prepared this Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) of the possible significant economic impact
on a substantial number of small entities by the policies and rules proposed in this Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (Notice). We request written public comments on this IRFA. Comments must be identified
as responses to the IRFA and must be filed by the deadlines for comments provided on the first page of
the Notice. We will send a copy of the Notice, including this IRFA, to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy
of the Small Business Administration (SBA). 2 In addition, the Notice and IRFA (or summaries thereof)
will be published in the Federal Register.
A.

Need for, and Objective of, the Proposed Rules

2.
In the USF/ICC Transformation FNPRM, the Commission sought comment on additional
steps to implement the bill-and-keep regime as well as possible communications network definitional
changes, the appropriate recovery mechanisms going forward and VoIP and IP-to-IP related intercarrier
compensation issues. 3 In this Notice we propose to adopt rules to address access arbitrage schemes that
persist despite previous Commission action. We propose to adopt rules to give access-stimulating LECs
two choices about how they connect to IXCs. 4 First, an access-stimulating LEC can choose to be
financially responsible for calls delivered to its networks so it, rather than IXCs, pays for the delivery of
calls to its end office or the functional equivalent. Or, second, instead of accepting this financial
responsibility, an access-stimulating LEC can choose to accept direct connections from either the IXC or
an intermediate provider of the IXC’s choosing. In the alternative, we seek comment on moving all
traffic bound for an access-stimulating LEC to bill-and-keep. 5 The Notice also seeks comment on
potential revisions to the definition of access stimulation, in particular to address intermediate access
providers. 6 The record in this proceeding suggests additional access arbitrage activities are occurring,
including: (1) use of intermediate access providers by Commercial Mobile Radio Carriers; (2) mileage
pumping; and (3) daisy chaining. 7 Comment is sought on how best to address these activities. The
Notice seeks comment on the costs and benefits of these proposals. 8
B.

Legal Basis

3.
The legal basis for any action that may be taken pursuant to this Notice is contained in
sections 1, 2, 4(i), 201-206, 214, 218-220, 251, 252, 254, 256, 303(r), and 403 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §§ 151, 152, 154(i), 201-206, 214, 218-220, 251, 252, 254, 256,
303(r), and 403.
1

See 5 U.S.C. § 603. The RFA, see 5 U.S.C. § 601–612, has been amended by the Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 (SBREFA), Pub. L. No. 104-121, Title II, 110 Stat. 845 (1996).
2

See 5 U.S.C. § 603(a).

3

Connect America Fund et al., WC Docket No. 10-90 et al., Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, 26 FCC Rcd 17663 at App. P (2011) (USF/ICC Transformation Order or USF/ICC Transformation
FNPRM), aff’d, FCC 11-161, 753 F.3d 1015 (10th Cir. 2014).

4

See supra Section [[III.A]].

5

See supra Section [[III.B]].

6

See supra Section [[III.C]].

7

See supra Section [[III.D]].

8

See supra Section [[III.E]].
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Description and Estimate of the Number of Small Entities to Which the Proposed
Rules Will Apply

4.
The RFA directs agencies to provide a description of, and where feasible, an estimate of
the number of small entities that may be affected by the proposed rule revisions, if adopted. 9 The RFA
generally defines the term “small entity” as having the same meaning as the terms “small business,”
“small organization,” and “small governmental jurisdiction.” 10 In addition, the term “small business” has
the same meaning as the term “small-business concern” under the Small Business Act. 11 A “smallbusiness concern” is one which: (1) is independently owned and operated; (2) is not dominant in its field
of operation; and (3) satisfies any additional criteria established by the SBA. 12
5.
Small Businesses, Small Organizations, Small Governmental Jurisdictions. Our actions,
over time, may affect small entities that are not easily categorized at present. We therefore describe here,
at the outset, three comprehensive small entity size standards that could be directly affected herein.13
First, while there are industry specific size standards for small businesses that are used in the regulatory
flexibility analysis, according to data from the SBA’s Office of Advocacy, in general a small business is
an independent business having fewer than 500 employees. 14 These types of small businesses represent
99.9% of all businesses in the United States which translates to 28.8 million businesses. 15 Next, the type
of small entity described as a “small organization” is generally “any not-for-profit enterprise which is
independently owned and operated and is not dominant in its field.” 16 Nationwide, as of 2007, there were
approximately 1,621,215 small organizations. 17 Finally, the small entity described as a “small
governmental jurisdiction” is defined generally as “governments of cities, towns, townships, villages,
school districts, or special districts, with a population of less than fifty thousand.” 18 U.S. Census Bureau
data published in 2012 indicate that there were 89,476 local governmental jurisdictions in the United
States. 19 We estimate that, of this total, as many as 88,761 entities may qualify as “small governmental
jurisdictions.” 20 Thus, we estimate that most governmental jurisdictions are small.
9

See 5 U.S.C. § 603(b)(3).

10

See 5 U.S.C. § 601(6).

11

See 5 U.S.C. § 601(3) (incorporating by reference the definition of “small-business concern” in the Small
Business Act, 15 U.S.C. § 632). Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 601(3), the statutory definition of a small business applies
“unless an agency, after consultation with the Office of Advocacy of the Small Business Administration and after
opportunity for public comment, establishes one or more definitions of such term which are appropriate to the
activities of the agency and publishes such definition(s) in the Federal Register.”

12

See 15 U.S.C. § 632.

13

See 5 U.S.C. § 601(3)-(6).

14

See SBA, Office of Advocacy, “Frequently Asked Questions, Question 1 – What is a small business?”
https://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/advocacy/SB-FAQ-2016_WEB.pdf (June 2016).

15

See SBA, Office of Advocacy, “Frequently Asked Questions, Question 2- How many small businesses are there in
the U.S.?” https://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/advocacy/SB-FAQ-2016_WEB.pdf (June 2016).

16

5 U.S.C. § 601(4).

17

Independent Sector, The New Nonprofit Almanac & Desk Reference (2010).

18

5 U.S.C. § 601(5).

19

U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstract of the United States: 2012 at 267, Table 428 (2011),
http://www2.census.gov/library/publications/2011/compendia/statab/131ed/2012-statab.pdf (citing data from 2007).
20
The 2012 U.S. Census Bureau data for small governmental organizations are not presented based on the size of
the population in each organization. There were 89,476 local governmental organizations in the Census Bureau data
for 2012, which is based on 2007 data. As a basis of estimating how many of these 89,476 local government
organizations were small, we note that there were a total of 715 cities and towns (incorporated places and minor
(continued….)
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6.
Wired Telecommunications Carriers. The U.S. Census Bureau defines this industry as
“establishments primarily engaged in operating and/or providing access to transmission facilities and
infrastructure that they own and/or lease for the transmission of voice, data, text, sound, and video using
wired communications networks. Transmission facilities may be based on a single technology or a
combination of technologies. Establishments in this industry use the wired telecommunications network
facilities that they operate to provide a variety of services, such as wired telephony services, including
VoIP services, wired (cable) audio and video programming distribution, and wired broadband internet
services. By exception, establishments providing satellite television distribution services using facilities
and infrastructure that they operate are included in this industry.” 21 The SBA has developed a small
business size standard for Wired Telecommunications Carriers, which consists of all such companies
having 1,500 or fewer employees. 22 Census data for 2012 show that there were 3,117 firms that operated
that year. Of this total, 3,083 operated with fewer than 1,000 employees. Thus, under this size standard,
the majority of firms in this industry can be considered small.
7.
Local Exchange Carriers (LECs). Neither the Commission nor the SBA has developed a
size standard for small businesses specifically applicable to local exchange services. The closest
applicable NAICS Code category is Wired Telecommunications Carriers as defined above. Under the
applicable SBA size standard, such a business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 23 According to
Commission data, census data for 2012 shows that there were 3,117 firms that operated that year. Of this
total, 3,083 operated with fewer than 1,000 employees. 24 The Commission therefore estimates that most
providers of local exchange carrier service are small entities that may be affected by the rules adopted.
8.
Incumbent LECs. Neither the Commission nor the SBA has developed a small business
size standard specifically for incumbent local exchange services. The closest applicable NAICS Code
category is Wired Telecommunications Carriers as defined above. Under that size standard, such a
business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 25 According to Commission data, 3,117 firms
operated in that year. Of this total, 3,083 operated with fewer than 1,000 employees. 26 Consequently, the
Commission estimates that most providers of incumbent local exchange service are small businesses that
may be affected by the rules and policies adopted. Three hundred and seven (307) Incumbent Local
Exchange Carriers reported that they were incumbent local exchange service providers.27 Of this total, an
estimated 1,006 have 1,500 or fewer employees. 28
(Continued from previous page)
civil divisions) with populations over 50,000 in 2011. See U.S. Census Bureau, City and Town Totals Vintage:
2011, http://www.census.gov/popest/data/cities/totals/2011/index.html. If we subtract the 715 cities and towns that
meet or exceed the 50,000 population threshold, we conclude that approximately 88,761 are small.
21

U.S. Census Bureau, NAICS Search, http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch (last visited June 21,
2017).
22

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS Code 517110).

23

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS Code 517110).

24

See U.S. Census Bureau, American Fact Finder (Jan. 08, 2016)
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ECN_2012_US_51SSSZ2&prodT
ype=table.
25

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS Code 517110).

26

See U.S. Census Bureau, American Fact Finder (Jan. 08, 2016)
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ECN_2012_US_51SSSZ2&prodT
ype=table.
27

See FCC, Trends in Telephone Service, 5-5, tbl. 5.3 (Sept. 2010) (Trends in Telephone Service),
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-301823A1.pdf.

28

FCC, Trends in Telephone Service, 5-5, tbl. 5.3 (Sept. 2010) (Trends in Telephone Service),
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-301823A1.pdf.
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9.
Competitive Local Exchange Carriers (Competitive LECs), Competitive Access Providers
(CAPs), Shared-Tenant Service Providers, and Other Local Service Providers. Neither the Commission
nor the SBA has developed a small business size standard specifically for these service providers. The
appropriate NAICS Code category is Wired Telecommunications Carriers, as defined above. Under that
size standard, such a business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 29 U.S. Census data for 2012
indicate that 3,117 firms operated during that year. Of that number, 3,083 operated with fewer than 1,000
employees. 30 Based on this data, the Commission concludes that the majority of Competitive LECS,
CAPs, Shared-Tenant Service Providers, and Other Local Service Providers, are small entities.
According to Commission data, 1,442 carriers reported that they were engaged in the provision of either
competitive local exchange services or competitive access provider services. Of these 1,442 carriers, an
estimated 1,256 have 1,500 or fewer employees. In addition, 17 carriers have reported that they are
Shared-Tenant Service Providers, and all 17 are estimated to have 1,500 or fewer employees. Also, 72
carriers have reported that they are Other Local Service Providers. Of this total, 70 have 1,500 or fewer
employees. Consequently, based on internally researched FCC data, the Commission estimates that most
providers of competitive local exchange service, competitive access providers, Shared-Tenant Service
Providers, and Other Local Service Providers are small entities.
10.
We have included small incumbent LECs in this present RFA analysis. As noted above,
a “small business” under the RFA is one that, inter alia, meets the pertinent small business size standard
(e.g., a telephone communications business having 1,500 or fewer employees), and “is not dominant in its
field of operation.” 31 The SBA’s Office of Advocacy contends that, for RFA purposes, small incumbent
LECs are not dominant in their field of operation because any such dominance is not “national” in
scope. 32 We have therefore included small incumbent LECs in this RFA analysis, although we emphasize
that this RFA action has no effect on Commission analyses and determinations in other, non-RFA
contexts.
11.
Interexchange Carriers (IXCs). Neither the Commission nor the SBA has developed a
definition for Interexchange Carriers. The closest NAICS Code category is Wired Telecommunications
Carriers as defined above. The applicable size standard under SBA rules is that such a business is small if
it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 33 U.S. Census data for 2012 indicates that 3,117 firms operated during
that year. Of that number, 3,083 operated with fewer than 1,000 employees. 34 According to internally
developed Commission data, 359 companies reported that their primary telecommunications service
activity was the provision of interexchange services. 35 Of this total, an estimated 317 have 1,500 or fewer
employees. Consequently, the Commission estimates that the majority of IXCs are small entities that
may be affected by our proposed rules.
29

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS Code 517110).

30

See U.S. Census Bureau, American Fact Finder (Jan. 08, 2016)
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ECN_2012_US_51SSSZ2&prodT
ype=table.
31

5 U.S.C. § 601(3).

32

Letter from Jere W. Glover, Chief Counsel for Advocacy, SBA, to William E. Kennard, Chairman, FCC (filed
May 27, 1999). The Small Business Act contains a definition of “small business concern,” which the RFA
incorporates into its own definition of “small business.” 15 U.S.C. § 632(a); 5 U.S.C. § 601(3). SBA regulations
interpret “small business concern” to include the concept of dominance on a national basis. 13 CFR § 121.102(b).
33

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS Code 517110).

34

See U.S. Census Bureau, American Fact Finder (Jan. 08, 2016),
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ECN_2012_US_51SSSZ2&prodT
ype=table.
35

See Trends in Telephone Service, at tbl. 5.3.
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12.
Local Resellers. The SBA has developed a small business size standard for the category
of Telecommunications Resellers. The Telecommunications Resellers industry comprises establishments
engaged in purchasing access and network capacity from owners and operators of telecommunications
networks and reselling wired and wireless telecommunications services (except satellite) to businesses
and households. Establishments in this industry resell telecommunications; they do not operate
transmission facilities and infrastructure. Mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) are included in this
industry. 36 Under that size standard, such a business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 37 Census
data for 2012 show that 1,341 firms provided resale services during that year. Of that number, all
operated with fewer than 1,000 employees. Thus, under this category and the associated small business
size standard, the majority of these resellers can be considered small entities.
13.
Toll Resellers. The Commission has not developed a definition for Toll Resellers. The
closest NAICS Code Category is Telecommunications Resellers. The Telecommunications Resellers
industry comprises establishments engaged in purchasing access and network capacity from owners and
operators of telecommunications networks and reselling wired and wireless telecommunications services
(except satellite) to businesses and households. Establishments in this industry resell
telecommunications; they do not operate transmission facilities and infrastructure. Mobile virtual
network operators (MVNOs) are included in this industry. 38 The SBA has developed a small business
size standard for the category of Telecommunications Resellers. 39 Under that size standard, such a
business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 40 Census data for 2012 show that 1,341 firms
provided resale services during that year. Of that number, 1,341 operated with fewer than 1,000
employees. Thus, under this category and the associated small business size standard, the majority of
these resellers can be considered small entities. According to Commission data, 881 carriers have
reported that they are engaged in the provision of toll resale services. Of this total, an estimated 857 have
1,500 or fewer employees. Consequently, the Commission estimates that the majority of toll resellers are
small entities.
14.
Other Toll Carriers. Neither the Commission nor the SBA has developed a definition for
small businesses specifically applicable to Other Toll Carriers. This category includes toll carriers that do
not fall within the categories of interexchange carriers, operator service providers, prepaid calling card
providers, satellite service carriers, or toll resellers. The closest applicable NAICS Code category is for
Wired Telecommunications Carriers as defined above. Under the applicable SBA size standard, such a
business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 41 Census data for 2012 shows that there were 3,117
firms that operated that year. Of this total, 3,083 operated with fewer than 1,000 employees. 42 Thus,
under this category and the associated small business size standard, the majority of Other Toll Carriers
can be considered small. According to internally developed Commission data, 284 companies reported
36

U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 NAICS Definition, https://www.census.gov/cgibin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?input=517911&search=2012+NAICS+Search&search=2012 (last visited June 20, 2017).
37

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS code 517911).

38

U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 NAICS Definition, https://www.census.gov/cgibin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?input=517911&search=2012+NAICS+Search&search=2012 (last visited June 20, 2017)
(NAICS 517911 Telecommunications Resellers).
39

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS code 517911).

40

See U.S. Census Bureau, American Fact Finder (Jan. 08, 2016),
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ECN_2012_US_51SSSZ2&prodT
ype=table.
41

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS code 517110).

42

See U.S. Census Bureau, American Fact Finder (Jan. 08, 2016),
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ECN_2012_US_51SSSZ2&prodT
ype=table.
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that their primary telecommunications service activity was the provision of other toll carriage. 43 Of these,
an estimated 279 have 1,500 or fewer employees. Consequently, the Commission estimates that most
Other Toll Carriers are small entities that may be affected by rules adopted pursuant to the Notice.
15.
Prepaid Calling Card Providers. The SBA has developed a definition for small
businesses within the category of Telecommunications Resellers. Under that SBA definition, such a
business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 44 According to the Commission's Form 499 Filer
Database, 500 companies reported that they were engaged in the provision of prepaid calling cards. 45 The
Commission does not have data regarding how many of these 500 companies have 1,500 or fewer
employees. Consequently, the Commission estimates that there are 500 or fewer prepaid calling card
providers that may be affected by the rules.
16.
Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite). This industry comprises
establishments engaged in operating and maintaining switching and transmission facilities to provide
communications via the airwaves. Establishments in this industry have spectrum licenses and provide
services using that spectrum, such as cellular services, paging services, wireless internet access, and
wireless video services. 46 The appropriate size standard under SBA rules is that such a business is small
if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 47 For this industry, U.S. Census data for 2012 show that there were
967 firms that operated for the entire year. 48 Of this total, 955 firms had employment of 999 or fewer
employees and 12 had employment of 1000 employees or more. 49 Thus under this category and the
associated size standard, the Commission estimates that the majority of wireless telecommunications
carriers (except satellite) are small entities.
17.
The Commission’s own data—available in its Universal Licensing System—indicate that,
as of October 25, 2016, there are 280 Cellular licensees that may be affected by our actions today. 50 The
Commission does not know how many of these licensees are small, as the Commission does not collect
that information for these types of entities. Similarly, according to internally developed Commission
data, 413 carriers reported that they were engaged in the provision of wireless telephony, including
cellular service, Personal Communications Service, and Specialized Mobile Radio Telephony services. 51
Of this total, an estimated 261 have 1,500 or fewer employees, and 152 have more than 1,500 employees.
Thus, using available data, we estimate that the majority of wireless firms can be considered small.
18.

Wireless Communications Services. This service can be used for fixed, mobile,

43

Trends in Telephone Service, at tbl. 5.3.

44

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS code 517110).

45

See FCC, FCC Form 499 Filer Database, http://apps.fcc.gov/cgb/form499/499a.cfm (last visited June 20, 2017).

46

NAICS Code 517210. See U.S. Census Bureau, American Fact Finder—About the Data,
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/affhelp/jsf/pages/metadata.xhtml?lang=en&type=
ib&id=ib.en./ECN.NAICS2012.517210.
47

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS code 517210).

48

U.S. Census Bureau, American Fact Finder (Jan. 08, 2016),
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ECN_2012_US_51SSSZ2&prod
Type=table (NAICS 51720, “Subject Series - Estab & Firm Size: Employment Size of Establishments for the U.S.:
2012”).
49

Available census data do not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that have employment of
1,500 or fewer employees; the largest category provided is for firms with “1000 employees or more.”
50

See FCC, Universal Licensing System, http://wireless.fcc.gov/uls (last visited June 20, 2017). For the purposes of
this IRFA, consistent with Commission practice for wireless services, the Commission estimates the number of
licensees based on the number of unique FCC Registration Numbers.
51

Trends in Telephone Service, at tbl. 5.3.
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radiolocation, and digital audio broadcasting satellite uses. The Commission defined “small business” for
the wireless communications services (WCS) auction as an entity with average gross revenues of $40
million for each of the three preceding years, and a “very small business” as an entity with average gross
revenues of $15 million for each of the three preceding years. 52 The SBA has approved these
definitions. 53
19.
Wireless Telephony. Wireless telephony includes cellular, personal communications
services, and specialized mobile radio telephony carriers. As noted, the SBA has developed a small
business size standard for Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite). 54 Under the SBA
small business size standard, a business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 55 According to
Commission data, 413 carriers reported that they were engaged in wireless telephony. 56 Of these, an
estimated 261 have 1,500 or fewer employees and 152 have more than 1,500 employees. Therefore, a
little less than one third of these entities can be considered small.
20.
Cable and Other Subscription Programming. This industry comprises establishments
primarily engaged in operating studios and facilities for the broadcasting of programs on a subscription or
fee basis. The broadcast programming is typically narrowcast in nature (e.g., limited format, such as
news, sports, education, or youth-oriented). These establishments produce programming in their own
facilities or acquire programming from external sources. The programming material is usually delivered
to a third party, such as cable systems or direct-to-home satellite systems, for transmission to viewers. 57
The SBA has established a size standard for this industry stating that a business in this industry is small if
it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 58 The 2012 Economic Census indicates that 367 firms were operational
for that entire year. Of this total, 357 operated with less than 1,000 employees. 59 Accordingly we
conclude that a substantial majority of firms in this industry are small under the applicable SBA size
standard.
21.
Cable Companies and Systems (Rate Regulation). The Commission has developed its
own small business size standards for the purpose of cable rate regulation. Under the Commission’s
rules, a “small cable company” is one serving 400,000 or fewer subscribers nationwide. 60 Industry data
indicate that there are currently 4,600 active cable systems in the United States.61 Of this total, all but
eleven cable operators nationwide are small under the 400,000-subscriber size standard. 62 In addition,
52

Amendment of the Commission’s Rules to Establish Part 27, the Wireless Communications Service (WCS), Report
and Order, 12 FCC Rcd 10785, 10879, para. 194 (1997).
53

See Letter from Aida Alvarez, Administrator, SBA, to Amy Zoslov, Chief, Auctions and Industry Analysis
Division, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, FCC (filed Dec. 2, 1998).

54

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS code 517210).

55

Id.

56

Trends in Telephone Service, at tbl. 5.3.

57

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 NAIC Definition, https://www.census.gov/cgibin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?input=515210&search=2012+NAICS+Search&search=2012 (last visited June 20, 2017)
(2012 NAICS code, “515210 Cable and Other Subscription Programming”).
58

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICSs Code 515210).

59

See U.S. Census Bureau, American Fact Finder (Jan. 08, 2016),
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ECN_2012_US_51SSSZ2&prod
Type=table (NAICS code 51510, “Estab & Firm Size: Employment Size of Establishments for the U.S.”).
60

47 CFR § 76.901(e).

61

This figure was derived from an August 15, 2015 report from the FCC Media Bureau, based on data contained in
the Commission’s Cable Operations and Licensing System (COALS). See http://www.fcc.gov/coals.
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Data obtained from SNL Kagan database on April 19, 2017.
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under the Commission’s rate regulation rules, a “small system” is a cable system serving 15,000 or fewer
subscribers. 63 Current Commission records show 4,600 cable systems nationwide. Of this total, 3,900
cable systems have fewer than 15,000 subscribers, and 700 systems have 15,000 or more subscribers,
based on the same records. 64 Thus, under this standard as well, we estimate that most cable systems are
small entities.
22.
Cable System Operators (Telecom Act Standard). The Communications Act also
contains a size standard for small cable system operators, which is “a cable operator that, directly or
through an affiliate, serves in the aggregate fewer than 1 percent of all subscribers in the United States
and is not affiliated with any entity or entities whose gross annual revenues in the aggregate exceed
$250,000,000.” 65 There are approximately 52,403,705 cable video subscribers in the United States
today. 66 Accordingly, an operator serving fewer than 524,037 subscribers shall be deemed a small
operator if its annual revenues, when combined with the total annual revenues of all its affiliates, do not
exceed $250 million in the aggregate. 67 Based on available data, we find that all but nine incumbent cable
operators are small entities under this size standard. 68 We note that the Commission neither requests nor
collects information on whether cable system operators are affiliated with entities whose gross annual
revenues exceed $250 million. 69 Although it seems certain that some of these cable system operators are
affiliated with entities whose gross annual revenues exceed $250 million, we are unable at this time to
estimate with greater precision the number of cable system operators that would qualify as small cable
operators under the definition in the Communications Act.
23.
All Other Telecommunications. The “All Other Telecommunications” industry is
comprised of establishments that are primarily engaged in providing specialized telecommunications
services, such as satellite tracking, communications telemetry, and radar station operation. This industry
also includes establishments primarily engaged in providing satellite terminal stations and associated
facilities connected with one or more terrestrial systems and capable of transmitting telecommunications
to, and receiving telecommunications from, satellite systems. Establishments providing Internet services
or voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) services via client-supplied telecommunications connections are
also included in this industry. 70 The SBA has developed a small business size standard for “All Other
Telecommunications,” which consists of all such firms with gross annual receipts of $32.5 million or
less. 71 For this category, U.S. Census data for 2012 show that there were 1,442 firms that operated for the
entire year. Of these firms, a total of 1,400 had gross annual receipts of less than $25 million. 72 Thus a
63

47 CFR § 76.901(c).

64

August 5, 2015 report from the FCC Media Bureau based on its research in COALS. See
http://www.fcc.gov/coals.
65

See 47 CFR § 76.901(f) & nn.1-3.

66

See SNL Kagan at http://www.snl.com/interactivex/MultichannelIndustryBenchmarks.aspx (subscription
required).
67

47 CFR § 76.901(f) & nn.1-3.

68

See SNL Kagan at http://www.snl.com/interactivex/TopCable MSOs.aspx (subscription required).

69
The Commission does receive such information on a case-by-case basis if a cable operator appeals a local
franchise authority’s finding that the operator does not qualify as a small cable operator pursuant to section
76.901(f) of the Commission’s rules. See 47 CFR § 76.901(f).
70

U.S. Census Bureau, NAICS Search, http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch (last visited June 21,
2017) (enter 2012 NAICS code 517919).
71

13 CFR § 121.201 (NAICS Code 517919).

72

U.S. Census Bureau, American Fact Finder (Jan. 08, 2016),
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ECN_2012_US_51SSSZ4&prodT
ype=table (2012 NAICS Code 517919, “Estab & Firm Size: Receipts Size of Firms for the U.S.”).
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majority of “All Other Telecommunications” firms potentially may be affected by our action can be
considered small.
D.

Description of Projected Reporting, Recordkeeping, and Other Compliance
Requirements for Small Entities

24.
The Notice proposes and seeks comment on rule changes that will affect LECs and
intermediate access providers, including CEA providers. The Notice proposes rules to further limit or
eliminate the occurrence of access arbitrage, including access stimulation, which could reduce potential
reporting requirements. One possible result of the proposed rules would be greater availability of direct
connections between IXCs and access-stimulating LECs to avoid the use of intervening third parties,
including CEA providers, and thus create more efficient and economical network connections. 73 Direct
connections would also likely reduce recordkeeping requirements. Specifically, we propose amending
our rules to allow access-stimulating LECs to choose either to be financially responsible for the delivery
of calls to their networks or to accept direct connections from IXCs or from intermediate access providers
of the IXC’s choosing. The proposed rules also contain notification requirements for access-stimulating
LECs, which may impact small entities. 74 Some of these requirements may also involve tariff changes.
25.
The Notice also seeks comment on other actions the Commission could take to further
discourage or eliminate access arbitrage activity. Rules which achieve these objectives could potentially
effect recordkeeping and reporting requirements.
E.

Steps Taken to Minimize the Significant Economic Impact on Small Entities, and
Significant Alternatives Considered

26.
The RFA requires an agency to describe any significant, specifically small business,
alternatives that it has considered in reaching its proposed approach, which may include the following
four alternatives (among others): (1) the establishment of differing compliance or reporting requirements
or timetables that take into account the resources available to small entities; (2) the clarification,
consolidation, or simplification of compliance and reporting requirements under the rules for such small
entities; (3) the use of performance rather than design standards; and (4) an exemption from coverage of
the rule, or any part thereof, for such small entities. 75
27.
This Notice invites comment on a number of proposals and alternatives to modify or
adopt access arbitrage rules and on the legality of access stimulation generally. The Commission has
found these arbitrage practices inefficient and to ultimately increase consumer telecommunications rates.
The Notice proposes rules to further limit or eliminate the occurrence of access stimulation as well as
other access arbitrage in turn promoting the efficient function of the nation’s telecommunications
network. We believe that if companies are able to operate with greater efficiency this will benefit the
communications network as a whole, and its users, by allowing companies to increase their investment in
broadband deployment. Thus, we propose to adopt rules to give access-stimulating LECs two choices
about how they connect to IXCs. 76 First, an access-stimulating LEC can choose to be financially
responsible for calls delivered to its networks so it, rather than IXCs, pays for the delivery of calls to its
end office or the functional equivalent. Or, second, instead of accepting this financial responsibility, an
access-stimulating LEC can choose to accept direct connections from either the IXC or an intermediate
access provider of the IXC’s choosing. In the alternative, we seek comment on moving all traffic bound
for an access-stimulating LEC to bill-and-keep. 77 The Notice also seeks comment on potential revisions
73

See supra Sections [[III.A]]

74

Id.

75

5 U.S.C. § 603(c)(1)-(c)(4).

76

See supra Section [[III.A]].

77

See supra Section [[III.B]].
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to the definition of access stimulation, in particular to address intermediate access providers. 78 The record
in this proceeding suggests additional access arbitrage activities are occurring, including: (1) use of
intermediate access providers by Commercial Mobile Radio Carriers; (2) mileage pumping; and (3) daisy
chaining. 79 Comment is sought on how best to address these activities. The Notice seeks comment on the
costs and benefits of these proposals. 80 Providing carriers, especially small carriers, with options will
enable them to best assess the financial effects on their operation allowing them to determine how best to
respond.
28.
The Notice also seeks comment on other actions we can take to further discourage or
eliminate access arbitrage activity. Comment is sought on alternatives to our proposal that could be
considered to achieve our objectives with potentially less impact on small entities.
F.

Federal Rules that May Duplicate, Overlap, or Conflict with the Proposed Rules

29.

None.

78

See supra Section [[III.C]].

79

See supra Section [[III.D]].

80

See supra Section [[III.E]].
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